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Batsman of the Carnival
Paul Wickham, Victoria

Player of the Carnival
Michael Broadbent, South Australia

Industry and Victorian teams

Bowler of the Carnival
Jono Gill, South Australia

South Australia & New South Wales

The trophies of the front cover are for some of the games played
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT
There are some who say when speaking about ‘Pharmacy Cricket’,’ Yes, all you
do is play cricket’. Correct, the game we play is cricket, however they miss an
important other element that adds a vital additional benefit. As our membership
(presently over 350) is diverse, the way our members, particularly the younger
ones, have developed new friendships and professional contacts that otherwise
would not have occurred with those others who have wide experience and have
served the pharmacy profession well over past years, is unique. This happens
not at professional conferences or academic lectures but at delightful grounds, in
a relaxed, quiet and friendly manner.
Since the first match played at Bradman Oval in April 2000, organised whilst part of the Alumni at
Sydney University, Pharmacy Cricket now a separate organisation, has moved ahead, having just
played our 6th National Pharmacy Cricket Carnival in January 2013. We have played the Carnival in
each State of Australia and the National Capital and are well on the way in organising the next to be
played in New South Wales in Bowral on Bradman Oval, where the first match was played in 2000.
A full and successful program of games was played in the 2012 – 2013 season with only one , the
last match of the season being affected by rain, requiring a last minute change of venue. The season
was highlighted by the National Carnival played in Canberra and the one run victory by Newcastle in
their match v Sydney. These games and all others are reported on the following pages.
Pharmacy Cricket again awarded the two pharmacy student scholarships at $2500 each to two
young ladies, one from University of New England the other from Griffith University Gold Coast. The
scholarships are made available with the generous and ongoing support of our sponsors and careful
budgeting on our part. The ‘Player of the Season’ medal went this season to a Victorian, Paul
Wickham, who also captained the Victorian team who are the National Champions for 2012 – 2013.
(See report). South Australians Michael Broadbent and Jono Gill were awarded the ‘Player of the
Carnival ‘and ‘Bowler of the Carnival’ respectively.
We strive to maintain the high standard at which all the games are played by arranging for all games
to be played at the best available grounds, engaging qualified umpires and providing a scorer, using
new cricket balls for each innings, presenting caps in individual team colours and for the Carnival
‘Baggy Green’ style caps in the individual state colours. Each match has its own perpetual trophy and
we present a ‘Man of the Match ‘ award.
I must record our thanks and appreciation to the New South Wales Pharmacy Guild for their always
ready assistance with printing the match reports. Also to all the committee members, especially Paul
Mahoney and Peter O’Reilly. Plus team captains Steve Thompson , Peter Mikhail and Anthony
BouAntoun. Likewise, we express our thanks to our Patrons Ian Craig and Brian Booth for attending
our games.
The Carnival for this next season is set to be played from Tuesday 14th to Friday 17th of January in
Bowral with the grounds, Bradman and Chater Ovals booked and the accommodation secured. This is
one week earlier than in the past by request. It is hoped that the two states Queensland and Western
Australia, who were missing from this last Carnival, will have their teams organised to take part.
We approach 2013 - 2014 full of anticipation hoping to attract more of the students. graduates and
younger pharmacists to be part of our every growing cricket activities.
Greg Hodgson
June 2013
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BLUES vs GOLDS
Shore School Grounds Northbridge
Sunday 7th October 2012

Blues & Golds

Uncertainty that this match would be played, was in the
minds of the players as Sydney experienced thunder with
lightening and heavy rain the night before. The thought
that what plagued last season, with cancelled games
due to rain, was to be the case. Not so, the day broke
with clear skies and a strong wind that removed any
moisture and the pitch was firm having been covered.

father Andrew McLachlan and held the Blues out with
Andrew with three 4’s taking the score to 172 and
another win to the Blues. For the Golds Phil Bannon
took 4 for 32 and Tim Sidgreaves 3 for 19.
Tim Sidgreaves was named ‘Man of the Match’ and
several family members added to the day and all
enjoyed an excellent BBQ lunch organised by Binh Luu
(MediAdvice Pharmacy).

Despite withdrawls on the day of three players both teams
fielded full teams. Blues captain Anthony BouAntoun
won the toss and decided to field. Opening for the Golds
Tim Sigreaves (Blooms Cronulla) retired with 42 not out
(eight 4’s). Phil Bannon with 16 and Binh Luu 24 helped
the score along to 5 for 122. Chris Georges coming in at
number 7 scored a valuable 35 to be second top scorer.
Despite two ducks the Golds finished after 40 overs to
be 9 for 169. Bowling honours for the Blues went to
Danny Huynh with 2 for 10 off 3 overs and Jason Luu
with 2 for 21 off 4 overs. The other wickets were shared
between 5 other bowlers with one wicket each.

The next match is to be played in Canberra between City &
Country for the Sidgreaves Shield on Sunday 28th October.

The Blues lost their first wicket in the second over with
a run out. The blues opener Jason Luu retired with 42
and was helped by Joe Bacha 21 and Danny Huynh 34
to take the score to 5 for 113 Then followed two ducks.
Blues captain Anthony BouAntoun coming in at
number 7 set about rescuing the innings scoring 39,
including two 6’s off Ben Beazley’s bowling. With the
score at 8 for 145, victory to the Golds after five years
looked certain. Then Nick McLachlan was joined by his

Blues Captain Anthony BouAntoun
with the Wilkinson Cup
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‘Man of the Match’ Tim Sidgreves

CITY vs COUNTRY
Kingston Oval Canberra
Sunday 28th October 2012

City & Country teams

On a bright sunny day the excellent Kingsgrove Oval in Canberra was the ground for this annual match.
Country lost their first wicket in the first over and were 1 for 0, their second in the next over to be 2 for 8. City could
have had more wickets if they had held catches. Country recovered to be 3 for 96 and finished to score 220 after
37 overs despite five ducks. Justin Smith having opened remained 94 not out and David Robson scored a very well
played 74. For City Tony Herro took 5 for 27 and Peter Mikhail 4 for 60.
For City the two Luu brothers Binh and Jason gave City a good start and were both dismissed with the score on 26.
Quentin Cramerie at number 3 played a steady innings scoring a very patient 36 to be the last to be dismissed.
Danny Huynh played well to be equal top score with 36. To add to his 5 wickets Tony Herro at number 11 showed
those who failed to score (there were three with ducks) how to get on with the game to remain 25 not out and was
unlucky not to be ‘Man of the Match’ after taking his 5 wickets.
Country bowling Alex Taylor took 5 for 18 to make amends for this duck and David Robson with 2 for 18 and 74 was
named ‘Man of the Match’

City Captain Anthony BouAntoun Presents the
Sidgreaves Shield to Country Captain Michael O’Reilly

Justin Smith Country returns with top score of 94
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Tony Herro City on his way to 25 not out
with this stroke for 6

PHARMACY vs DENTISTRY
Shore School Grounds Northbridge
Sunday 25th November 2012

Dentistry & Pharmacy teams

In glorious sunshine at the excellent main oval of Shore School at Northbridge Pharmacy played their annual match
v The Dentists. The Dentistry captain Jack Obaid on winning the toss decided to bat. Win a good opening stand of
41 the Dentists were well on the way to a good score. Pharmacist Peter Mikhail had other ideas and at the end of
his allotted 10 overs had taken 5 for 28 to take the Dentists to 7 for 100. Andrew Watkins for Dentistry stemmed the
tide to remain 50 not out and Rohan Krishnan with a six off the last ball of the innings remained 23 not out to take
the Dentists score to 9 for 199.
Pharmacy lost their first wicket in the first over and were 3 for 13 after 6 overs, then to be 7 for 56. Sylvester Sein
scoring 31 lost partners until joined by David Jogia who remained 26 not out and Jogia with Tony Herro 19 took the
Pharmacy score to be all our 129. For Dentistry Anouk Shan took 4 for 19 and Rohan Krishnan 2 for 10.
Peter Mikhail with his 5 for 28 was named ‘Man of the Match’ and Jack Obaid on accepting the trophy commented
on the way to match was played with good spirit and keen competition.

Peter Mikhail ‘Man of the Match’

Jack Obaid, Dentistry Captain with the Trophy
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Jack Obaid & Pharmacy Captain, Steve Thompson

PHARMACY CRICKET PERSONALITIES
Cricketers

Paul Wickham

Chris Georges

‘Player of the Season’ Medal winner 2012 – 2013
‘Batsman of the Carnival’ winner 2013
‘Man of the Match’ award NSW v Victoria 2013
‘Man of the Match’ award Bowral 2013

The first player to take 8 wickets in any
Pharmacy Cricket match. 8 for 24.
Sydney v Newcastle March 2013
Also awarded ‘Man of the Match’

Pharmacy Student winners 2012 - 2013
Pharmacy Cricket Scholarships

Phoebe Court

Polly Witts

Phoebe is a student at the University of New England
and in now entered her 2nd year. Phoebe has decided
to work in community pharmacy

Polly is a student at Griffith University Gold Coast
and has now entered an 18 Month postgraduate
Master of Pharmacy

Both received $2500 towards the costs of their pharmacy studies
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NATIONAL CRICKET CARNIVAL
Canberra January 2013
Victoria the National champions

South Australia & New South Wales

Industry & Victoria

The sixth National Pharmacy Cricket Carnival was played at the grounds of Canberra Grammar and Kingston Oval
over four days in January. Teams from New South Wales, Victoria, South Australia and Industry played in glorious
sunshine with clear skies. Teams stayed at Rydges Capital hill and the Trophy presentation dinner was held in the dining
hall of Canberra Grammar.
Games with 447 runs being scored in a day and 483 were wins to NSW v Industry and Victoria v Industry. Batsmen
had a field day. Victoria with wins v South Australia, Industry and with a close victory v New South Wales are the
National Champions for 2012 – 2013
Pharmacy Cricket patrons former Australia Test captains Ian Craig and Brian Booth were present. Brian Booth and
his wide Judy were present each day. Brian presented the Carnival trophies at the dinner on the final night to the
‘Player of the Carnival’ Michael Broadbent, ‘Bowler of the Carnival’ Jono Gill, both from South Australia and ‘Batsman
of the Carnival’ Paul Wickham from Victoria.
There were 10 batsmen who scored 50 or higher and 5 bowlers who took 4 wickets in a match. ‘Man of the Match’
awards were given for each game. A first time player for South Australia Irfan Hashmi taking 2 for20 must wait for
next Carnival to see if he can claim a ‘Hat Trick’ as he took the two wickets from his last two balls in his last over.
Many of the players said this Canberra Carnival was one of the best in which they have played.
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NATIONAL CRICKET CARNIVAL
Canberra January 2013
New South Wales defeats Industry
On a good pitch and with clear skies at the
main Oval of Canberra Grammar Industry
were 2 for 16 after 5 overs were both
openers being dismissed Alex Mayes with 45
and Adrian McCaffrey with 51 turned the tide
assisted by Sam Wills 34 and Scott Woods
43 to take Industry to 223 after 50 overs.
For NSW new member and pharmacy
student Will Clayton had the best figures
with 4 for 11, off 9.5 overs. Brenton Hart 2
for 58 and Sylvester Sein 3 for 63.
New South Wales lost their first wicket in the
opening over to be 1 for 9. Opener Nathan
Blackmore 53 retired with Tim Sidgreaves
50 retired, took the score to 2 for 161 after
31 overs. Brenton Hart at number 4 scored
40 and Anthony BouAntoun remained 27
not out for NSW to finish with 6 for 224. For
industry Nicholas Grove took 3 for 42.
‘Man of the Match’ was Adrian McCaffrey.

Canberra Grammar Oval

NATIONAL CRICKET CARNIVAL
Canberra January 2013
Victoria defeats New South Wales
With the result of the winner of the Carnival at stake\, the two traditional rivals met at Kingston Oval Canberra.
In a close and keenly played match Victoria with excellent bowling dismissing NSW for 85 after 28 overs on a pitch
that saw 483 runs scored the previous day when Victoria played industry.
Opening the bowling for Victoria Paul Wickham took 3 for 19 off 4 overs, followed by Jeff Gallagher taking 3 for 15
off 7 overs and Michael Nunan 2 for 23 off 7 overs.
Top score for NSW was Chris Georges with 20. There were four LBWs in the innings and the fielding was first class.
Victoria in reply was in early trouble with 3 for 19 after 6 overs, then 4 for 37 and 5 for 38. Divesh Sanghvi with 14
was dismissed with the score at 59. Paul Wickham coming in at number 7 held the line to remain 26 not out to give
Victoria the win at 7 for 86. Ben Richardson was the other batsman to score double figures with 22.
For New South Wales, Chris Georges took 3 for 21 and Tony Herro took 2 for 12. Of the 7 batsmen dismissed 5
were caught. With his 3 for 19 and 26 not out Paul Wickham was the ‘Man of the Match’ and subsequently awarded
‘Batsman of the Carnival’
With victories over NSW, South Australia and Industry Victoria were the Carnival winners and hold the ‘Ashes’ and
the ‘Shield’ for 2012 – 2013 and may claim to be the National Champions.
Paul Wickham was ‘Man of the Match
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NATIONAL CRICKET CARNIVAL
Canberra January 2013
South Australia defeats New South Wales
At the excellent main oval of
Canberra Grammar on a
beautiful sunny day New South
Wales batting first losing their
first wicket in the 5th over and
recovered to be 3 for 92 after
20
overs
with
Nathan
Blackmore being dismissed for
48 and Tim Sidgreaves to
remain 58 not out. The two
South Australia & New South Wales
new members of the South
Australia team brothers Irfan Hashmi with 4 for 22 & Imran Hashmi with 1 for 15 and new
member Jono Gill 2 for 30 kept NSW to be 9 for 173 at the end of 40 overs.

Irfan Hashmi

South Australia were in early trouble with 3 for 20 after 8 overs. Stu Hook retired 50 not out with Michael Broadbent
39 and his son Tim not out 24 and Jono Gill 12 not out, ensured the win for the team to finish with 5 for 177 to hold
the Bradman – O’Reilly Match Trophy. For NSW the best bowling was Brenton Hart with 2 for 33. Irfan Hashmi with
his 4 for 22 was named ‘Man of the Match’

PHARMACY vs THE DOCTORS
Sunday 2nd December
The match was played at the excellent Alan Davidson
Oval at Erskineville with the medicos being dismissed for
47. Chris Georges taking 2 for 5, Will Clayton 2 for 9,
Brenton Hart 2 for 7 and Christian Hernandez 2 for 13
shared the bowling honours.
Pharmacy lost both openers quickly and with Sylvester
Sein scoring 39 took the score to 3 for 74 for pharmacy
to finish with 3 for 80.
Chris Georges taking 2 for 5 off his 8 overs with 6
maidens was ‘Man of the Match’. A delightful day of fun
and fellowship with an excellent BBQ lunch.

Pharmacy & The Doctors

Anthony BouAntoun receives the
match trophy from Dr Amith Shetty

Peter Mikhail receives the ball that he used
to take 5 for 28 - Pharmacy v The Dentists
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Pharmacy captain with the match
trophy - Pharmacy v The Doctors

THE PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRY JOINS
THE NATIONAL PHARMACY CRICKET
CARNIVAL PLAYED IN CANBERRA

Industry & Victoria

The sixth National Pharmacy Cricket Carnival played in Canberra over 4 days in January involved in addition to a
team from the pharmaceutical industry, pharmacy teams from New South Wales, Victoria and South Australia.
It was noted that two previous Australian Test captains, pharmacist Ian Craig and Brian Booth attended with their
wives. Brian presented the Carnival trophies at the dinner on the final night. Sons of two of Australia’s past great
Test players were also present. Pharmacy Cricket committee member Peter O’Reilly son of the great ‘Tiger’ Bill
O’Reilly presented at the dinner the story of the life and cricket exploits of his father who was described by Don
Bradman as ‘The Best bowler I ever faced’. The other was Geoff Ponsford the son of Bill Ponsford a Victorian who
played for Australia opening the innings and who shared with Bradman several unequalled Test cricket partnerships,
some of which still stand as records.
Both O’Reilly and Ponsford played in what is described as ‘The Golden age of Cricket.
The Industry team playing for the first time in the
Carnival, (last Carnival having been washed out by rain)
although not winning a match, played well with some
notable performances. Adrian McCaffrey (Key
Pharmaceuticals) v NSW scored 51 to be ‘Man of the
Match’ and 66 v Victoria. Mark Thulborne was next best
score with 38. Nick Groves (nuchem) v SA took 4 for
22. Todd Richards (Guild Insurance) v NSW 2 for 18
and Sam Wills (Hydralyte) v NSW scored 34.
In the match v Victoria (the Carnival winners), Industry
scored 200 in their 44 overs and 223 in their 49 overs v
NSW. Both games were close as was the match v
South Australia.

Industry batting v New South Wales
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PHARMACY SOUTH AUSTRALIA vs
‘THE LEGENDS’ FROM
ADELAIDE UNIVERSITY
Each January the South Australia team
plays a match against past players of
the Adelaide University Cricket Club.
This year’s game served the dual
purpose of preparing our side for the
National Carnival and also was a first
hit out for the ‘Legends’ who are making
an Ashes Tour to England in July.
Extreme weather conditions in Adelaide
on the day resulted in the game being
reduced to a 30 overs game. The
Legends won the toss and batted
amassing a very good total of 2 for 166
off their allotted overs. Nine of our
bowlers were used to modest effect with
only Jono Gill and Daniel Wakim picking
up wickets. However, it was good
Carnival preparation for Jono, Anghus
Hall, ‘Chewey’ Bakker. Kym Laslett, Irfan
and Imram Hashmi. Local pharmacist
Jono Gill and the Hashmi brothers who operate pharmacies in the mid-north of SA are newcomers to the Carnival team.
The South Australian Pharmacy team replied with 6 for 133 after falling behind the required run rate. Carnival players
Brett Fishpool (35 retired) Michael Wakim (20) and Anghus Hall (22) all batted well while York Peninsular pharmacist
George Kokar scored a quick 22.
Despite the loss the side is well prepared for the Carnival and will be strengthened with the addition of four new
players. The team has had several Sunday morning sessions before Christmas.
After game refreshments in the shade were most welcome and good wishes were exchanged for both team’s
upcoming challenges.
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NEWCASTLE DEFEATS SYDNEY BY ONE RUN
Shore School Grounds Northbridge
Sunday 17th March

Newcastle & Sydney Teams. Captains; Christian Hernandez & Steve Thompson

Played at the main ground of Shore School at Northbridge, Newcastle had a dramatic victory against Sydney on
Sunday 17 March.
Newcastle batting first lost their first wicket in the 12th over and were 1 for 31. This seemed to be a reasonable start
until Sydney bowler Chris Georges came on and in his second over took 3 wickets and continued to finish with 8 for
24 off nine overs. To add insult to his taking wickets Chris ran out the Newcastle top scorer with a direct hit from fine
leg. Newcastle batsman John Keats scored 31 and Nathan Blackmore as opener scored 26. Newcastle all out for 79.
Sydney feeling confident had a disastrous and were 3 for 12 after the 3rd over with Brenton Hart taking the first 4
wickets to finish with 4 for 18, Sylvester Sein held the fort scoring 24, however wickets continued to fall with good
bowling from newcomer Nick Barham 2 for 24, John Keats 2 for 25 and Nathan Blackmore 2 for none. Chris Georges
at number 7 played solidly and watched as wickets fell to be with Steve Thompson as the last Sydney batsmen.
Requiring one run to tie or two to win, Nathan Blackmore took the last wicket LBW to give Newcastle a victory by one
run. The irony was the last batsman dismissed was Chris Georges who top scored with 27 out lbw but in spite of this
was named ‘Man of the Match’ with his 8 wickets and his run out.
A great and exciting match, in doubt until the last moment and a great victory to Newcastle.

Christian Hernandez and Steve Thomson

The Score Board
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Chris Georges

PRESIDENT’S XI vs THE INVITATION XI
Bradman Oval Bowral
Sunday 21st April 2013

The Presidemt’s XI & The Invitation XI Captains Steve Thompson & Peter Mikhail

Despite bright sun and clear skies Bradman Oval was unplayable as a result of heavy overnight rain The players ,
nine fron industry , two from Victoria with the balance from Sydney and Newcastle having arrived decided the
alternate venue at Chevalier College, with an all weather pitch. was the other option.
The ‘Invitation’ team having won the toss batted first. They lost their first wicket in the 3rd over to be 1 for 7. Opener
Jason Blanchard (Pricline) with 18 and Mark Frei (IMS) with 14 were both dissmised with the score at 3 for 43. Tim
Sidgreaves 27 and Paul Wickham 34 took the score to 6 for 113. Wickets then fell quickly with Scott Woods (API) with
13 was the best of the others. The invitation team all out for 135. Bowling for the President’s team, Brenton Hart took
3 for 18 and Paul Baker (Meridian Lawers) took 2 for 23 with the remaing wickets shared by four others bowlers.
Lunch was taken back at the pavilion at Bradman Oval, then back to Chevalier College.
The President’s team had a solid start after lunch with Nathan Blackmore 24, Binh Luu 18 and Ben Sullivan (Apotex)
38 with one ‘6’, took the score to 3 for 94 . Paul Baker with 20 and Todd Richards with 20 gave their team a scent
of victory. However, Paul Wickham bowling for the Invitation team finished with 3 for 12 assited by Will Clayton 2 for
30 and took the President’s team from 4 for 119 to almost steal the game. Andrew McLachlan held out facing 22
delivers remained 1 not out with Brenton Hart with two ‘4s’ and with his final stoke a ‘6’ took the score to 7 for 138.
Paul Wickham and Will Clayton took the bowling honors for the Invitation team. Paul Wickham, pharmacist from
Shepparton, was named ‘Man of the Match’ with his score of 34 and his bowling of 3 for 12 off eight overs (3
maidens). Paul was also presented with the Pharmacy Cricket ‘Player of the Season’ 2012 – 2013 medal . He had
previously been named ‘Batsman of the Carnival ‘ at the National Cricket Carnival in January in Canberra. It have
certrainly been his year! Well deserved Paul.
A great game with good fellowship and a wonderful way to finish the 2012 – 2013 season.

The Toss - Peter Mikhail & Steve Thompson
Umpires - Norm Stanton & John Ewing

Paul Wickham
‘Player of the Season’ Medal winner

A win to the President’s Team
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Steve Thompson receives the match Trophy
Peter and Thomas Mikhail assist

The 7th National Pharmacy Cricket Carnival
will be played in Bowral New South Wales
Tuesday 14th – Friday 17th January 2014
Please note change of dates

At Bradman Oval Bowral and Chater Oval Mittagong.
Accommodation will be at Gibraltar Hotel Bowral. The ‘Welcome’ BBQ at the Pavilion at
Bradman Oval and the ‘Trophy’ presentation dinner at the International Cricket Hall of
Fame Bradman Oval.
A package for five nights accommodation, match fees plus ‘Welcome’ BBQ and ‘Trophy’ dinner will be available later.

Chater Oval Mittagong

Gibraltar Hotel

The International Cricket Hall of Fame - Bradman Oval Bowral
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